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BIICL

American Conservative, American Prospect Hold Bipartisan Antitrust Event
19/11/19 BTW

Fisheries after Brexit
27/11/19 Monckton Chambers

Is antitrust still fit for purpose in the digital age?“ What we heard at the BIICL / Linklaters Tech Roundtable
29/11/19 Linklaters blog

BIICL Blog

Counterclaims in investor-state disputes: time for the system to change?
11/11/19 Y Kryvoi Blog

Bingham Centre

Brexit: Will the EU survive from the UK?
4/11/19 Usbek & Rica

Sahara Group highlights collaboration for global impact in 2018 Sustainability Report
19/11/19 World stage, Citizen Online, Ein News, Brazil Business Today, Business Today, Punching.com, Thisdaylive.com, Naijheadlines (Online), allAfrica.com (Online), Vanguard NGR (Online)

Whatever Boris Johnson says, a Tory majority government will not guarantee stability
25/11/19 Times Red box

Bingham Centre Blog

Why the new Speaker may not always be able to play a straight bat
16/11/19 Constitution Unit Blog